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In the feud with Jamie the evil mailman , it was thrown into the ocean but brought back to Grim
by Stan Horowitz. The belt was destroyed after being slammed into with a brick by Tony
Emerald in spite of Grim. The inaugural champion is Grim. He is the most reign with 18 times as
champion. He also holds record for longest reign with days as champion. The current champion
is Tony Chini , who is in his first reign. Then Grim weared as old YouTube tile. So all titles only
exclusive to GTS. Tito was originally a part of Team Duhop. Ed's title win becomes the first
referee to win the title other than loser belt and hardcore. He is the first referee to win YouTube
title. Active Titles. Defunct Titles. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Categories :. Fan Feed 0 Penetration Chamber Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. No One. Won it from Stan at an Indy show with his
channel on the line. Stan This was continuing reign for Grim. Curt Hawkins Brian Myers. Duhop
cashed in his Food in the Fridge contract on Joe Bronson. Was revealed as the mystery
opponent and decimated Pete Corvus, a rematch had been scheduled later in the week at
Grimamania. This was continued reign for Grim. Shortly after losing the title, Grim invoked his
"rematch claws" on Jay Evans and won the title back. GTS Suckaslam. This was a triple threat
match which involving Jimmy Controversy. GTS Regal Rumble. This was a Man Regal Rumble
Match. He Won In Regal Rumble Kleetus Bailey with Duhop. Cashed in his Easter Egg Hunt
golden egg that when he lost the title, he immediately cashed in this golden egg for that title.
This was a triple threat match, which involving Tony Emerald. Food in the Fridge. Nickelwise
The Klown with Grim. This was continued reign for Nickelwise. On October 16, , Duhop brought
back all titles. GTS Christmas Chaos The title became exclusive to AWE. Burt Bale with Kurt
Bale. The title is defended as old red YouTube title. Hollywood Hooligan with Kurt Bale.
Hooligan suffered a broken nose from Marcus Skyler. Bale's title reign continues. This was a
Rules Match, where the title is changed by pinfall, submission, disqualification or countout. The
title became exclusive to GTS. Defeated Grim In Tournament Finals. This was a barbed wire Fail
in a Jail Match. This was a 5 vs 5 solidsteel series eliminnation match, where Tito is defending
the title. Team Duhop won the match with sole survivors, Duhop and Pete Corvus, faced each
other for the YouTube title, where Duhop defeated Corvus and win the title. Christmas Chaos
Unwrapped in Christmas Chaos. Jimmy's 3rd reign. Learned to be Jimmy Controversy and then
Jimmy gave the beat to Tito. Therefore Jimmy's 4th reign. The Whompis. Won by untapped
submission. Jay Evans is the referee. Blaxtrom invoked rematch to win as fair and sqaure.
Cashed in his Food in the Fridge. Grim was attacked and stole his costume by Tony Emerald
and the current Loser Chump by paying them money courtesy of Joe Wolf. Then Joe Wolf
announced that Grim died. Defeated Fake Grim, who was portrayed by Oliver Clothesoff. This
was an extreme rules match. If Grim lose, he will lose the GTS show and ownership to joe wolf.
On December 3, joe wolf brought old youtube title. This was a TLD match with both titles are
hanged. After the match, joe abandoned the old YouTube title to Grim as it belongs to trash.
Vacated due to Christmas Chaos GTS Regal Rumble Forget that the Ford GT's price makes it
virtually unobtainable and just appreciate its dramatic design and incredible performance. This
car has a racing historyâ€”it won its class at the 24 Hours of LeMansâ€”that shows it belongs
alongside the world's most desirable supercars. Sure, the GT's twin-turbo V-6 is less exotic than
the 8-, , , and cylinder engines that power some of its rivals, but the mighty EcoBoost under its
rear deck generates horses and loads of torque. Feeding the rear wheels through a
lightning-fast dual-clutch automatic, this combination provides near-terrifying acceleration.
While the GT is best experienced on a racetrack where it can showcase its awesome capability,
it's also almost as easy to drive in the daily grind as a Ford Mustang. Of course, the supercar
will get a lot more attention than the pony car. The GT receives only aesthetic updates, which
include a new graphics package with customizable colors, according to a tweet by Ford. While
it's possible that the company makes other updates to the latest model year, it did specify that
the GT will still make horsepower. Although that means most of us could never afford to own
this exotic Ford, it's still fun to dream and fiddle with the configurator on the consumer site. We
like the Frozen White exterior color paired with the Lightning Blue stripes that run over the top
of the car. We'd also opt for the glossy carbon-fiber lower finish and inch wheels for an added
dose of raciness. A set of blue brake calipers completes the look. Inside, we're drawn to the
Light Speed interior trim, which covers the cabin with a mix of black leather and blue
microsuede surfaces. Unlike the supercharged V-8 in the previous-generation GT, the new car is
equipped with a twin-turbocharged 3. Pumping out horsepower and lb-ft of torque, the V-6 is
mated to a seven-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission. While the last version we tested
had a few less horses, it still posted supercar-worthy acceleration times. Piloting the GT is
surprisingly easy, and the big car feels light and agile from behind the wheel. Despite its
performance potential, the ride isn't as punishing as you might imagine; the suspension rides
just short of choppy over minor bumps, but it'll still transmit some harsh impacts through to the

cabin. Preserving fossil fuels is the lowest priority when it comes to hypercars. However, the
Ford GT is one of the most efficient examples. The EPA estimates the model will earn 12 mpg
city and 18 highway. Then again, the Ford has six fewer cylinders than the Lambo and 10 fewer
than the Bugatti. Since we haven't tested any of these high-dollar machines on our mph
highway fuel-economy route, which isn't part of our extensive testing regimen , we can't
evaluate their real-world mpg. The interior is similarly arresting but for a different reason: It's
extremely minimalistic and driver-focused, with almost every control relegated to the
race-car-inspired steering wheel. Getting inside is a challenge, but once you're there, you'll
notice the driver's seat doesn't adjust. Instead, Ford engineered the pedals and steering wheel
to adjust to the driver's position in the fixed seat. The gauge cluster looks as if it were taken
directly out of the Ford GT race car, and another digital display is inset into the suede-wrapped
dashboard and controls the infotainment functions. With the priority focused on driving, the GT
doesn't offer the litany of infotainment and connectivity features that most modern cars do. Still,
it has a 6. The Ford GT is a low-volume, ultra-high-performance model, so it's not crash-tested
by either agency that conducts these evaluations. Likewise, it lacks any of the driver-assistance
technology that is traditionally cooked into most modern consumer cars. Despite its exclusivity
and lofty price tag, the GT does have a familiar warranty. However, Ford doesn't cap the mileage
on its limited and powertrain coverage during their three-year periods. Displacement: cu in, cc
Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View
Photos. By Eric Stafford. More on the Ford GT. Greg Pajo Car and Driver. The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Ford. The
Nissan GT-R is a high-performance sports car and grand tourer produced by Nissan that was
unveiled in Between and , and again between and , Nissan produced a high performance
version of its Skyline coupe called the Nissan Skyline GT-R. This car proved to be iconic for
Nissan [5] [6] and achieved much fame and success on both road and track. The GT-R has also
retained its Skyline predecessor's nickname, Godzilla , [9] originally given to it by the Australian
motoring publication Wheels in its July edition. The U. The Canadian launch was also in July
Europe became the third consumer market, where it launched in March The large disparity in
initial marketing between these regional releases is due to Nissan having to build GT-R
performance centers where the car is serviced. The engines are hand built by only four specially
trained mechanics called "Takumi Craftsmens" on a special line at Nissan's Yokohama plant
and their names are badged on every GT-R engine. The cars are built at their Tochigi plant on a
shared production line. Nissan's American designers sculpted the rear three-quarters of the
vehicle, while their European designers sculpted the roofline. Polyphony Digital , creators of the
Gran Turismo series of motor racing video games, were themselves involved in the
development of the GT-R, having been contracted to design the GT-R's multifunction display. It
is a hybrid unibody assembled on ultra-low-tolerance jigs similar to those used in race car
construction. Alcoa aluminum is used for the hood, trunk lid, and outer door skins, with die-cast
aluminum front shock towers and inner door structures. Outer body panels are stamped using a
multiple-strike coining process for added rigidity and precision. Nissan developed a 6-stage
paint process with a double clear coat and chip-resistant paint for use in critical areas of the
GT-R chassis. An optional liquid-effect finish employs a hand-polished 8-stage process with
product-specific Super Silver metallic paint and three layers of clearcoat. The Premium trim for
the GT-R has a body-coloured rear spoiler whereas the Black Edition has a dry carbon-fibre rear
spoiler. Changes also include a new more rigid front strut bar made from carbon composite,
larger front brake rotors, new lighter and stiffer wheels, and revised Dunlop tires. Cosmetic
changes include a new front bumper with integrated LEDs. The front bumper improves cooling
to the radiator and front brakes while reducing drag. A new rear diffuser improves downforce
and also includes additional rear cooling ducts. The interior was revised to improve quality. The
transmission system is also refined to shift the gears quicker than before. Other updates
include a new front and rear end, bumpers design have been added to improve air cooling
system and aerodynamics, new leather has been added to the whole interior with a new steering
wheel, new infotainment systems and redesigned center console, new inch aluminum forged
wheels, new suspension system, new titanium exhaust system, and new braking systems were
added to newly updated GT-R. This version uses carbon fibre trim inside and out, and has no
rear seats. Sales began in Japan on February 2, , at seven preselected dealers staffed with
specially trained mechanics knowledgeable about racing circuit driving. Nissan improved
straight-line performance for this new model with 2. Interior upgrades include a Wajima lacquer
steering emblem, exclusive leather and Alcantara for instrument panel, console, door trim, rear
side, pillar trim and roof trim, new leather interior colour, fabric carpet, leather cleaner, leather
car verification case, and leather seats. For Exterior a new Carbon-fibre rear spoiler with LED
-type high-mount brake light, a Titanium muffler, and exhaust system, dedicated emblem, and

Rays lightweight forged aluminum wheels with carbon-ceramic brakes. VVIP version upgrades
include interior colours among 12 choices four upper area interior colours and seven lower area
interior colours , new racing seats, Wajima Lacquer Maki-e Emblem on the middle of the
steering wheel, new Bose Precision Sound System and Carbon Rear Spoiler. The wheels, front
shells, and some other small components were painted with unique gold paint. Recaro racing
seats were commissioned specifically by Nissan for the Black Edition. The interior is finished in
red and black leather, but a beige colour known as 'Pale Ivory' is also available. No mechanical
changes are made from the standard GT-R. The Track Edition includes new re-designed red and
black colour treatment for interior with high-grip Recaro seats. Nissan planned to build only 10
units of this model. The production planned to produce units of this model. But units were built
of this edition. The new model's upgrades include new Midnight Opal special paint colour which
is painted for Nissan Skyline GT-R 's special editions , Carbon rear spoiler with LED high-mount
brake light , increased the antifreeze concentration, new RAYS aluminum lightweight forged
wheels with a unique hyper titanium colour, Gold aluminum model number plate in engine bay
and new SRS curtain airbag system. The fuel tank capacity is Additional front and rear brake
cooling ducts are added, and a full NISMO tuned suspension is installed, including a hollow
Special edition forged alloys by RAYS in inch sizes are included. The standard GT-R's
aluminum trunk lid is swapped out for a full carbon fibre panel and additional spot welds and
adhesive help strengthen the chassis. A front splitter with carbon fibre air ducts up front add to
the special NISMO full aerodynamic package, while a large racing-style carbon wing completes
the rear. Inside, the NISMO edition has special seats with a black and red colour treatment made
with synthetic suede. The instrument binnacle and steering wheel are also covered in synthetic
suede. The Bose stereo system does not have active noise control. The gauges have some red
colour treatment as well. NISMO-specific options are low-gloss matte gray paint and a full
titanium exhaust with additional heatsinks. Updates to the NISMO GT-R include a new "R mode"
gear shifting the setting to shift gears more quickly, new turbochargers from the GT3 race car to
improve the acceleration, RAYS inch wheels, GT3-inspired fender vents, lightweight
carbon-ceramic brakes, new re-tuned suspension, and the roof, hood and fenders are made with
carbon fibre to reduce the weight. Ride quality was improved compared to the previous model.
It went on sale at the beginning of February Other updates include a gold-tone VIN plate in the
engine compartment, a commemorative plaque on the interior center console, new LED
headlights, taillights, and brake lights, new fully black coloured interior, new spoke RAYS
wheels finished in black colour and the limited production vehicle number plate under the hood.
Nissan built only 80 units of this edition â€” 25 for Japan, 27 for USA, 5 for United Kingdom, 2
for mainland Europe, 16 for Middle East, 4 for Australia and one additional car for testing and
press use. Upgrades to the engine include large diameter turbochargers shared with the GT3
specification GT-R, a heavy-duty crankshaft, pistons and connecting rods, a modified intake
system, a new exhaust system, a recalibrated gearbox, and a reinforced differential. The rear
suspension system uses Bilstein continuously variable dampers and the car uses
carbon-ceramic brakes. The design of the bodywork is a result of a collaboration between
Italdesign and Nissan, with the former celebrating its 50th anniversary in Construction of the
bodywork is mainly of aluminum and carbon-fibre. It was originally shown as a concept car not
intended for production. Nissan decided to produce fifty of them to celebrate Nissan's 50th
anniversary but it was delayed 2 years to due to modifications required to make it road legal.
The design was developed by a team of Nissan's European and American designers and has
been described as a "car within a car". The front and back sections are designed so they appear
to be emerging from the bodywork. Key design elements include a redesigned rear section,
stretched LED headlamps at the front, a power bulge on the hood, a lowered roofline, and
"Samurai blade" cooling ducts behind the front wheels. It retains all the design elements of the
prototype such as the new headlamps, the bumper designs, splitters, rocker panels, active rear
wing, hollow taillamps, and dual tailpipes. Nissan described that they made this car to celebrate
the partnership with Nissan brand ambassador Naomi Osaka. Nissan planned to build 50 units
of this model with specifications of the GT-R Premium model. Both exterior and interior colours
matched her. Other upgrades include new Ivory, Amber Red or Tan interior with Urban Black
coloured seats, Carbon rear spoiler with LED high-mount brake light , Gold aluminum model
number plate in the engine compartment, SRS curtain airbag system, Privacy glass, increased
the Antifreeze concentration and Dark grey front fender outlet ducts. Nissan introduced
two-tone exterior colours â€” bayside wangan blue, with white racing stripes, blue accents on
the wheel spokes, and pearl white with red stripes and super silver with white stripes also
available for the 50th Anniversary Edition GT-R. The 50th Anniversary Edition GT-R includes
unique steering wheel and shift knob trim, special embossed seats, an Alcantara headliner with
unique stitching and Alcantara-wrapped sunvisors. In , a " Usain Bolt " special edition GT-R was

built by Nissan and auctioned off to raise funds for charity along with a display model held in
Tokyo, Japan. Its licence plate is GJ, corresponding to Jamaica. The displayed car has grey
chrome wheels but no Bolt Spec badge and a black interior with red accents along the edge of
the seat. After being displayed, [ where? Rod Maher of Australia won the auctioned vehicle at
the charity eBay auction. This car delivered as an Australian specification GT-R and has gold
wheels, a black interior but no red accents or Bolt Spec badge. Three attempts were undertaken
by the Nissan Middle East's organization. There were three attempts with driver Masato
Kawabata for the record and on the third attempt car broke the record with a trap speed of
Nissan built this car to celebrate the release of Gran Turismo Sport and to mark 20 years of
Nissan involvement in the Gran Turismo gaming series. This car was extensively modified to be
driven entirely by a DualShock 4 controller. On Mardenborough's fastest lap which took Six
computers mounted in the rear of the car update the controls at up to times a second. The
unmodified Dual-Shock 4 connects to a micro-computer that interprets the joystick and button
signals and transmits them to the cars' onboard systems. The wireless operation has a primary
control range of one kilometre. Nissan's chief vehicle engineer Kazutoshi Mizuno has indicated
that he has never used the term " launch control ", which refers to the act of turning off vehicle
dynamic control VDC and launching the car at around 4, rpm. Nissan has re-programmed the
model year GT-R to reduce the engine speed at launch to around 3,, rpm with VDC enabled,
which is meant to improve acceleration times. The new programming was also installed on old
vehicles still in Nissan's inventory, and is available for existing vehicles. The system allows a
maximum of 4 consecutive hard launches before locking itself out, after which it can be
unlocked by driving normally for 2. While the tester had no doubt that the GT2 could achieve the
factory time of minutes, he couldn't imagine the customer GT-R going faster than minutes in
spite of the minutes of factory claim. The sport auto magazine tested the model year GT-R on
the Hockenheimring circuit and recorded a lap time of In Nissan claimed a lap time of Nissan
disputed the former and implied the latter claim in October Nissan claimed that it lost half a
second in traffic, making a potential lap time of On the way to do a lap time under minutes, the
car ran out of fuel. Michael Krumm did his first lap time of minutes. At p. The car ran on the
Goodwood Hill climb, driven by Jann Mardenborough , set a time of The test driver Randy Pobst
set a lap time of The Nissan GT-R had various motorsport success in motor racing , drag racing
, time attack , hill climbing , drifting , etc. The GT version of the car has a completely different
drivetrain compared to the production car. The race car is upgraded to a VK45DE 4. It uses a
6-speed sequential manual gearbox and a rear-wheel-drive layout from its predecessor, the Z
race car. It also won 7 out of 9 races by 4 different teams using GT-Rs. In , the VK45DE 4. In , the
Super GT regulations were aligned with those of the Deutsche Tourenwagen Masters , and so
the V8 engine was replaced with a 2. JR Motorsports with the drivers Michael Krumm and Lucas
Luhr won the Drivers Championship for the season, gaining 3 wins and 1 pole position in 10
races. The team got second place in the teams' championship because in the last race the No.
End of the race team behind by just 3 points by the team champions. It measures In , it won in
all six races for the Super Endurance Series , easily winning the series championship. At the
Total 24 Hours of Spa , the car finished all the races consecutively 4 years in a row between and
, as well as finishing 24 Hours Nurburgring consecutively between and A production-based
GT-R made its world motorsport debut in Australia's Targa Tasmania tarmac rally in April , []
however it sustained damage early in the event and did not complete the rally. This domestic
market trim is a non-street legal, race-ready variant equipped with a 6-point roll cage and
upgraded with the NISMO race package developed through its Tokachi endurance racer
program. On June 25 and 26, , the No. The car finished the race in 36th place overall, achieving
a victory in the SP 8T class after overcoming several technical problems. Despite early
concerns about the difficulty of modifying the Nissan GT-R, many aftermarket tuning parts have
become available. The previously reported "untunable" ECU has since been hacked by several
tuning houses. They have been seen testing modified GT-Rs with the former two having
conducted tests at the Tsukuba Circuit. This can be done at will by the driver. Ecutek also
allows the driver to adjust launch control on the fly available with a wrap-around boost gauge
that can read over 20 PSI. This fuel kit requires the Ecutek specific TCM. The kit provides
changes in the cold start cranking compensation, changes to the maximum target boost,
changes in the ignition timing, changes to target airflow, changes in cam timing, and changes in
the fuel economy gauge reading all based solely on ethanol content in the gas tank. Aftermarket
ECUs have been developed to bypass the speed limiter, in addition to stand-alone speed-limiter
defeaters. The GPS check will not be implemented in American models. The package, which is
also fitted to the SpecV, [] includes Bilstein Damptronic compatible dampers, 20" forged
aluminum wheels from RAYS Engineering , Bridgestone run-flat tires , Recaro carbon
fibre-shelled bucket seats, a titanium exhaust, and a revised rear diffuser with an added cooling

duct. During the evening of the 7-second pass, Omega broke a couple of other records.
However, anybody can purchase the Alpha 6, Alpha 9, Alpha 10, Alpha 12, Alpha 14, Alpha 16,
and Alpha X packages; each respectively with approximately , , , , 1,, 1,, 2, wheel horsepower
when installed and tuned. The car ran it from 6. And it became the world's fastest car at a
standing half-mile with a trap speed of In the final Top 10 Shootout event, Kyle Mitchell won the
event, setting a time of From to Nissan produced over 37, GT-R units and sold for different
markets. These are the sales figures for July A GT-R was featured in Overdrive too. The GT-R
holds its predecessor's nickname, "Godzilla". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article's lead section may be too short to adequately summarize its key points. Please consider
expanding the lead to provide an accessible overview of all important aspects of the article. May
Motor vehicle. Sports car S Grand tourer S. This section may be too long and excessively
detailed. Please consider summarizing the material while citing sources as needed. December
This section contains a list of miscellaneous information. Please relocate any relevant
information into other sections or articles. July This section does not cite any sources. Please
help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. July Learn how and when to remove this template message. Nissan
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Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine, all-wheel drive. Nissan Premium Midship. Top Gear Awards
â€” Sports car of the Year []. Autocar â€” Drivers Car of the Year. Evo Magazine â€” Car of the
Year []. Japan's Most Advanced Technology Award []. Automobile Magazine â€” Automobile of
the Year []. International Car of the Year []. World Performance Car []. Targa West Challenge
Modern Champion []. Targa West Competition Modern Champion []. Yahoo â€” Listed as having
one of the best resale values of any sports car. Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa
sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe. Vehicle sold only in Canada. City car. Micra K
Sunny B Cherry N Sunny N Almera N Tiida C Pulsar C Stanza T Bluebird Bluebird U Primera P
Laurel C Maxima J Maxima QX A Teana J Silvia S Sports car. Compact MPV. Prairie M Almera
Tino. Note E Large MPV. Serena C Juke F Qashqai J X-Trail T Murano Z Compact SUV. Terrano II
R Mid-size SUV. Terrano WD Pathfinder R Full-size SUV. Patrol Patrol Y Pickup D NP Datsun
Vanette. NV Datsun Urvan. The sports car of your dreams. And ours. With an unmatched
motorsports pedigree behind it, the racers at Mercedes-AMG developed the GT to be a pure
sports car with an ideal sense of balance. From its proportions to its sound, every element
reveals its purpose, and its passion. In an old mill in , two engineers with a passion for
motorsports began turning Mercedes-Benz sedans into winning racecars. Today, AMG
continues to create victory on the track and desire on the streets of the world. Every
Mercedes-AMG vehicle is the product of craftsmen, designers, engineers and racers who live
for a singular goal: Driving Performance. A Mercedes-AMG engine starts with the state of the
art. Everything from fuel pressure to exhaust routing is developed to quicken, heighten and
intensify its response, and yours. From patented processes to cut friction to a new generation
of electrified performance, AMG technology is fueled by its racing success. Handcrafted AMG 4.
Twin turbos, set in the "hot V" between the cylinder banks, force-feed massive boost to each
Direct Injected cylinder. The results: in 3. Disclaimer [3]. The 4-wheel double-wishbone
suspension employs highly rigid, lightweight forged aluminum components. Rear coil-overs are
direct-mounted the hub carriers. GT C handling is enhanced with active rear-wheel steering, and
dynamic engine and transaxle mounts whose electromagnetic fluid can progressively stiffen for
added precision. The chassis is tuned to a more aggressive profile, with an enhanced steering
profile and increased negative camber. With selectable modes and rev-matching, it's alarmingly
quick yet astoundingly seamless. The limited-slip diff features precise electronic control. Its
seductive proportions celebrate its rear-wheel-drive power and ideally balanced chassis.
Brilliant details turn airflow into athleticism. LED headlamps deliver high-performance
illumination. The cockpit envelops your body, heightens your senses, and connects with your
instincts. A dramatic, V-shaped console features color display buttons. The thick steering wheel
frames reconfigurable digital instrumentation. And contoured AMG Performance seats help
support your every move. Outside, choose from a range of wheel designs, styling packages,
and gloss or matte paint. The finely finished cockpit offers a spectrum of hand-fitted upholstery,
and an array of modern trim options for the console and other elements. The gloss black
elements of the Night Package make an even stronger statement. A console controller and The
Key systems like the adaptive suspension and dynamic exhaust also offer individual controls.
An Individual mode lets you create a mode all your own. A high-strength, lightweight core is the
key to impeccable performance. The GT spaceframe tips the scales at just lbs, yet leads its
class in torsional and longitudinal rigidity. Radar-based Active Brake Assist can help you avoid
some frontal collisions, and can even initiate braking. Disclaimer [4]. AMG Track Pace can store
key performance data during track driving, and display it on the central screen. Data and useful
graphics help you analyze your skills and hone them even sharper. Disclaimer [5]. Show
Navigation. Gallery Models Build. A race that knows no finish line. Play Video Pause Video.
Seamless thrust, seemingly endless Handcrafted AMG 4. Adheres to racing principles, and to
every curve and contour The 4-wheel double-wishbone suspension employs highly rigid,
lightweight forged aluminum components. Progressive ideas, aggressive results. A shrine to
high performance. Looks that thrill. Hand, eye and car coordination A console controller and An
intelligent mix of materials. A protective, proactive eye on the future Radar-based Active Brake
Assist can help you avoid some frontal collisions, and can even initiate braking. A virtual trainer
in your dash. Special Offers View Inventory. MotorTrend Channel 16,, CarsTV Autocar ,
Quick-fire teaser to the autocar. More at MotoGamesTV 10, MotorTrend Channel 2,,
MotoGamesTV 6, IsuckAtDriving 4, Driver Mod Garage 23, Cash run is Mexico. GTR is pretty
much stock and Lexus has nitrous. Good, clean run. InsideLineVideo , Let's close the road and
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